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Regardless of whether you organize a kitchen or
a wardrobe the furniture accessories of Maxima Puro
line will help you to keep wardrobes and cabinets in order. Available in two color solutions PURO line is not only
functionality but also visually aesthetic. See the possibilities Maxima Puro propose to you!
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Drawers, cargo and corners of Maxima Puro line allow to
make optimal use of furniure space and at the same time to
add new measure of aesthetic dimension. Made of high quality sheet of metal and placed on strong extension systems
bring comfort in working and failure free. Developed with
a kintchen and wardrobe in mind, it could be successfully
used in other interiors.

Functionality and beauty can go hand-in-hand. The furniture accessories of Maxima Puro line are the best proof of this. The proposed solutions by this line impress with the modern form and look. Using the most universal colours - deep
black and the immaculate whiteness and also the best quality of materials - oak
and transparent glass, so they perfectly fit into arrangements organized in various styles.
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MAXI SIDE CARGO

PURO
Kitchen
in pure form

The new line of accessories for kitchen furniture Maxima Puro makes it easier to organize
and optomize the storage space. Made of strong
sheet metal corners and drawers are mounted
on reliable runners guaranteed smooth, quiet
and comfortable movement.
All accessories of Maxima Puro line are offered
in two variants: in white with a colorless glass as
the decoration element or black with a wooden
decoration element in a warm caramel shade.
Each system is equipped with a matched colour
anti-slip mat.

MINI BASE CARGO

CORNER COMFORT

PURO
Mini side cargo

PURO
Mini base cargo
PURO
Internal drawers H=80

This is a practical recipe for using relatively
narrow base cabinets. Available widths: 150 and
200 mm, in right and left version. Ths is allow
to use all space for storage. It is perfect place
to storage coffee, tea, juce and etc. All the products even those placed inside cabinets, due to
full extension are at hand without needs to move
the other things.

PURO
Internal drawers H=80

It was designed as very popular cabinets with
the depth 300 and 400 mm. Placed on stable
base and robust extension system allow easy access to take something. The possible load capacity is 25 kg, you can store sugar, mineral water,
etc.

PURO
Internal drawers H=50
These drawers were designed thinking
about the storage of large and heavy
things - e.g. household appliance. Without
a front panel, they allow for comfortable
placing the devices, and at the same time
- easy access to them. The drawers H=50
work perfectly even in cabinets, kitchen
buildings as well as in pillars.

Maxima Puro Line includes also internal drawers which are very popular now. This product in
H=80 mm is available in three possible dimensions: 600,800, and 900 mm and in two color
solutions - white and black. The drawers can be
equiped with glass front element or decoration
sheet oak element. All the drawers you can place
under the one integral front as a door or to montage in the pantry. The drawers make it easier to
store things in order as well as small items such
as cutlery or spices.
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PURO
Maxi base and side cargo
Adapted to the special tall kitchen cabinets which
are very popular nowadays, Cago maxi was designed about the storage space in mind. This solution
allows to create a handy and comfortable pantry
even in small kitchens. It is equipped with 5 (side variant) or 6 (base variant) shelves for storage also large
and heavy things. You can regulate the level of shelf
according your needs, also if necessary to add such.
Maxi cargo is available in several width: 150 and 200
mm (side) and 300, 400 (base). Importantly, with it’s
robust extension system even the largest and heavily
loaded cargo slides slightly and comfortable.

juces and drinks

preserves

dinner service

foods

mineral water

small domestic
appliances

PURO
Corner Comfort
Corner Comfort allows for full and comfortable use of all space even of the hard-to-reach space of
corner cabinet. The corner consists of two two-level shelves with short side walls to protect products
against falling out. Both parts can be easily removed from the base thanks to the robust running system. Corner Comfort is available in three widths: 800, 1000 and 1200 mm, and its load capacity is 35 kg.
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PURO
MAXI SIDE CARGO

Dressing room
made-to-measure

INTERNAL DRAWER H=80
+ SHOE RACK

To organize dressing room is very easy now
and wide range of accessories are very effective.
Maxima Puro line will help you to organize small
things, e.g. jewelry and accessories, as well as
quite large items - clothes, shoes and textiles.
The line was created thinking about all details and final finish, so that it is a real decoration of each dressing room. Carefully considered accessories such as drawers, and inserts for
them, bases are very functional and aesthetic
one. All of them are offered in two variants: in
white with a colorless glass as the decoration element or black with a wooden decoration element
in a warm caramel shade. Each system equipped
with matched colour anti-slip mat.

INTERNAL DRAWER H=80

SCAN A QR CODE
AND CHECK
FULL OFFER FOR
DRESSING ROOM.

DRAWER INSERT
FOR JEWELLERY

The products won an award
in the „Furniture Diamond
2022” in the storage zone
category - PREMIUM CLASS.

PURO
Internal drawers
From now to store small items and very small
parts of wardrobes items is not difficult. The drawer 80 mm it is the best solution for socks, underwear or lingerie and accessories.
The other type of drawers have H=50 mm can
conveniently place larger things, e.g. clothes or
thick blankets. Full extension system allows for
easier access to the textiles and helps to organize
the order.
All the drawers from the Maxima Puro line are
available in three width: 600,800 and 900 mm and

in two colors solutions: white and black. Depending on colors the front of drawerd H=80 could
be equipted with transparent glass or oak front
insert.
The drawers are made of sheet of metal,
which quarantee their resistance. The high quality runners used in drawers provide light smooth
movement even in case of heavy load. All types of drawers are equipped with colour match
anti-slip mat.

PURO
Upper shelf for shoes
The upper shelves for shoes is a very useful solution which allows to optimize the storage space
in the one hand and protect your footwear from deformation at the other. The upper shelves have
a smooth surface, so even high heel shoes can be placed on them comfortably. The equipment is
available in white and black, also in three width: 600, 800, 900 mm.
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rings

earrings

New line of elegant organizers for jewelry and accessories by
REJS was designed with attention to every detail. The highest
quality of workmanship and noble materials will meet the expectations of even the most demanding customers.

necklaces

PURO
Wardrobe inserts
for jewellery and accessories
Wardrobe inserts are very functional fittings from the Maxima Puro line drawers.
They are available in various solutions and
dimensions (width: 100,200 and 520 mm),
which should help us to make the best set
by ourselves. Elegant organisers are available
in two colours: white synthetic leather with
black velvet and black synthetis leather with
a copper finish.
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wristwatches

glasses

perfumes
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Systems for lower cabinets
Mini side cargo | Mini base cargo

Corner cabinet systems
Corner Comfort

Basic components

Basic components

MINI SIDE CARGO | Frame + basket + runner system 150-200

CORNER COMFORT | Frame + baskets + runner system 800-1200

width

width

fixing side

150
150
200
200

index

L
P
L
P

colour

WE35.0012.12
WE35.0013.12
WE35.0014.12
WE35.0015.12

C74
C74
C74
C74

width

150
150
200
200

fixing side

index

L
P
L
P

WE35.0012.06
WE35.0013.06
WE35.0014.06
WE35.0015.06

800
800
1000
1000
1200
1200

colour

fixing side

L
P
L
P
L
P

index

colour

WE35.0033.12
WE35.0034.12
WE35.0035.12
WE35.0036.12
WE35.0037.12
WE35.0038.12

C74
C74
C74
C74
C74
C74

width

800
800
1000
1000
1200
1200

fixing side

L
P
L
P
L
P

index

WE35.0033.06
WE35.0034.06
WE35.0035.06
WE35.0036.06
WE35.0037.06
WE35.0038.06

colour

C75
C75
C75
C75
C75
C75

C75
C75
C75
C75

MINI BASE CARGO | Frame + basket + runner system 300-400

width

index

300
400

colour

WE35.0016.12
WE35.0017.12

C74
C74

width

300
400

index

WE35.0016.06
WE35.0017.06

colour

C75
C75

Additional information
Side cargo extension diagram:

L

Additional information

Base cargo extension diagram:

P

Corner extension diagram:

CHECK THE
CATALOGUE
ONLINE:

L

CHECK THE
CATALOGUE
ONLINE:

P

L
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P

indicates which side of the cabinet corpus the basket is fixed to

COATING CODE: C74 BLACK MATTE/OAK C75 WHITE MATTE/TRANSPARENT

L

P

indicates which side of the cabinet corpus the corner is fixed to

COATING CODE: C74 BLACK MATTE/OAK C75 WHITE MATTE/TRANSPARENT
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Storage for tall cabinets
Maxi side cargo | Maxi base cargo

Drawers system
Internal drawers | upper shoes shelf

Basic components

Internal drawer H=50 NL=480

MAXI SIDE CARGO | Frame + baskets + runner system 150-200
width
basket type

fixing side

Side MAXI
Side MAXI
Side MAXI
Side MAXI
Side MAXI
Side MAXI
Side MAXI
Side MAXI

L
L
P
P
L
L
P
P

width

150
150
150
150
200
200
200
200

number of shelves

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

index

WE35.0022.12
WE35.0022.06
WE35.0023.12
WE35.0023.06
WE35.0024.12
WE35.0024.06
WE35.0025.12
WE35.0025.06

colour

C74
C75
C74
C75
C74
C75
C74
C75

600
800
900

index

WE35.0009.01
WE35.0010.01
WE35.0011.01

colour

A18
A18
A18

width

index

colour

600
800
900

WE35.0009.01
WE35.0010.01
WE35.0011.01

331
331
331

index

colour

index

colour

Internal drawer H=80 NL=480 with decor

1

MAXI BASE CARGO | Frame+baskets 300-400
width
basket type height with sys. Rejs, Fulterer

MAXI
MAXI
MAXI
MAXI
MAXI
MAXI
MAXI
MAXI

1700-1900
1700-1900
1700-1900
1700-1900
1900-2100
1900-2100
1900-2100
1900-2100

width

300
300
400
400
300
300
400
400

number of shelves

5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6

index

WE35.0028.12
WE35.0028.06
WE35.0029.12
WE35.0029.06
WE35.0030.12
WE35.0030.06
WE35.0031.12
WE35.0031.06

colour

C74
C75
C74
C75
C74
C75
C74
C75

600
800
900

index

colour

width

index

colour

width

WE35.0002.01
WE35.0003.01
WE35.0004.01

A18
A18
A18

600
800
900

WE35.0002.01
WE35.0003.01
WE35.0004.01

331
331
331

How to order?
1. Choose the frame with the prope type of baskets.
2. Select the extension system.
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Upper shoes shelf

MAXI BASE CARGO | Extension system

Type/max. loading

index

FULTERER / 120 WE35.0032.01

width

colour

600
800
900

A18, 331

WE35.0006.01
WE35.0007.01
WE35.0008.01

A18
A18
A18

600
800
900

WE35.0006.01
WE35.0007.01
WE35.0008.01

331
331
331

ball-bearing runner
with soft-close, load
bearing 120 kg

Additional information
Side Cargo extension diagram:

L

Base cargo extension diagram:

P

Complementary components and installation
information are in our catallogue.

CHECK THE
CATALOGUE
ONLINE:

L
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P

indicates which side of the cabinet corpus the basket is fixed to

COATING CODE: A18 BLACK MATTE C74 BLACK MATTE/OAK C75 WHITE MATTE/TRANSPARENT 331 WHITE MATTE

The products won an award in the
„Furniture Diamond 2022”
in the storage zone
category - PREMIUM CLASS.

COATING CODE: A18 BLACK MATTE 331 WHITE MATTE
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Wardrobe fittings
Wardrobe inserts

• compatible with REJS Puro and Slim Box drawer systems,
as well as Blum Legrabox
• 6 models with various applications to choose from,
available in width 100,200 and 520 mm
• available in two colour options:
- creamy synthetic leather combined with black velvet
- black synthetic leather combined with copper velvet
• sold individually
• for self-completion

Example configurations of drawer inserts
according to drawer widths:

600

Wardrobe fittings
Wardrobe inserts

Basic components

A2

Insert A1 large for jewellery

B1

Insert A2 large for accessories

A2

B1 + B3 + C

A1 + C

A2 + C

B1 + B2 + B3

A1 + B2

A1 + B3

A2 + B1

A1 + B2 + C

A2 + B1 + C

A2 + B3 + C

A1 + B1 + B2

A1 + B2 + B3

A2 + B1 + B3

A1 + B1 + B2 + C

A2 + B1 + B2 + C

A2 + B2 + B3 + C

Insert B1 medium for watches and bracelets

700

A1

A1

width

520

colour

width

BN4, BN5

Insert B2 medium for accessories

index

520

B3

TE36.9001.46

colour

width

BN4, BN5

index

200

C

Insert B3 medium for jewellery

TE36.9002.46

colour

BN4, BN5

Insert C small for accessories

800

B2

index

TE36.9000.46

width

index

TE36.9003.46

colour

width

BN4, BN5

index

200

TE36.9004.46

colour

width

BN4, BN5

index

100

TE36.9005.46

colour

BN4, BN5

900

200

A2

520

A1

1000

C

B3

B1

B2

200
200

460

A1 + C + B3 + B1 + B2 + A2

520

The products won an award in the
„Furniture Diamond 2022” in the
storage zone category - PREMIUM
CLASS.

KODY POKRYĆ: BN4 BLACK/ORANGE BN5 WHITE/BLACK
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1100

58

100

200

HEADQUARTERS:

REJS Spółka z o.o., 87-500 Rypin, ul. Mławska 61
BOK +48 54 280 5651, www.rejs.eu

REJS FURNITURE ACCESSORIES WHOLESALERS:
Białystok
15-399
ul. Octowa 3A
tel. 85 742 2552
bialystok@rejs.eu

Bralin k/Kępna
63-640
ul. Kępińska 32
tel. 62 781 1266
bralin@rejs.eu

Bydgoszcz
85-758
ul. Przemysłowa 30B
tel. 52 320 7225
bydgoszcz@rejs.eu

Elbląg
82-300
ul. Warszawska 135
tel. 55 236 1908
elblag@rejs.eu

Gdynia
81-036
ul. Pucka 35
tel. 58 667 2194
gdynia@rejs.eu

Gosławice k/Dobrodzienia
46-380
ul. Lubliniecka 2A
tel. 34 341 2714
goslawice@rejs.eu

Lublin
20-447
ul. Diamentowa 10A
tel. 81 748 0380
lublin@rejs.eu

Luboń k/Poznania
62-030
ul. F. Chopina 18
tel. 61 862 3143
poznan@rejs.eu

Łomża
18-400
ul. Piłsudskiego 113
tel. 505 489 871
lomza@rejs.eu

Płock
09-400
ul. Przemysłowa 16A
tel. 24 268 1936
plock@rejs.eu

Rybnik
44-203
ul. Przemysłowa 3
tel. 32 424 4164
rybnik@rejs.eu

Rypin
87-500
ul. Mławska 48
tel. 54 233 7224
rypin@rejs.eu

Siemianowice Śl.
41-100
ul. Bytomska 43
tel. 32 253 0705
siemianowice@rejs.eu

Suwałki
16-400
ul. Sejneńska 83
tel. 87 566 3880
suwalki@rejs.eu

Szczecin
70-809
ul. Cz. Piskorskiego 3
tel. 91 434 4800
szczecin@rejs.eu

Świętochłowice
41-600
ul. Sądowa 7
tel. 32 345 4207
swietochlowice@rejs.eu

Toruń
87-100
ul. Chrobrego 121/125
tel. 56 623 7329
torun@rejs.eu

Zielona Góra
65-775
ul. Zacisze 16
tel. 68 323 9281
zielonagora@rejs.eu

Fest Sp. z o.o.
Olsztyn
10-603
ul. Metalowa 3C
tel. 89 532 96 52
jarek@fest.olsztyn.pl

Furnifit Sp. z o.o.
Biłgoraj
23-400
ul. Lubelska 8
tel. 534 888 787
sklep@furnifit.pl

Kielmar Sp. z o.o.
Jelenia Góra
58-500
ul. Wincentego Pola 8f
tel. 505 378 584
biuro@kielmar.pl

Kraft Sp. z o.o.
Wrocław
51-318
ul. Zakrzowska 23
tel. 600 486 099
rafal.drozdowski@kraft-am.pl

REJS AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS
Carmin SPF Sp. z o.o.
Lublin
20-469
ul. Budowlana 10
tel. 81 749 84 34
ep@carmin.pl

Dekor-płyt Sp. z o.o.
Łódź
94-103
ul. Elektronowa 4
tel. 42 688 90 05
biuro@dekor-plyt.pl

